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FORD TO CITY: DROP DEAD
Vows He'll Veto Any Bail-out

Abe, Caroy, Rip Stoudt
Now Entering A Trans Fat Free Zone

OUR FOODS ARE FRIED IN TRANS FAT FREE OIL
CIGARETTES IN THE WORLD’S MOST EXPENSIVE CITIES

Average price of a pack of 20 branded cigarettes

London: $14.30
New York: $13.67
Singapore: $9.15
Geneva: $9.08
Zurich: $8.57
Paris: $7.85
Los Angeles: $7.74
Hong Kong: $7.48
Copenhagen: $6.41
Seoul: $3.71

SOURCE: The Economist Intelligence Unit, “Worldwide Cost of Living 2016”
NYC: 373 km of subway lines
THE VILLAGE PLAZA
Sunny, open plaza with diverse seating options and tree planting; serving both students and local residents.

COOPER TRIANGLE
Increased pedestrian movement through and along enlarged park, creating continuity of experience. Supportive of heavy pedestrian traffic.

THE ALAMO PLAZA
Open plaza defined by perimeter trees; focus on Alamo sculpture. Supportive of heavy pedestrian traffic.

ASTOR PLACE SUBWAY PLAZA
Path through a grove of trees; seating along path. Subway entrance supported with meeting area and diverse seating.